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ABSTRACT
Deaf and dumb persons are facing great challenges communicating with people in society despite the fact that they are part of the
society and are enrolled in the normal school system where teaching and learning take place using spoken language. This
challenge calls for the need to address the problem of communication through the use of mobile technology. Developing a mobile
app to enhance learning and communication is of great importance and thus the focus of this paper. Obviously most of the
applications available were developed using foreign languages which is not easy to use. In this paper, we introduce the Simple
Sign Language Translator Application (SSLATA) that will help people to learn and master sign language. The introduced
application will translate words from sign language to English or Hausa languages, text to speech to sign, speech to text to sign
and vice-visa. The SSLATA through its user-friendly interface will enable users to interact with one another via either spoken
language or sign language. Constructive research approach and an agile model were adopted for the study. Android Studio,
SQLite and Java were the environment and language used in developing the app. The application runs on android operating
system devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Deaf and dumb is a term means a person who could neither hear nor speak or both. Many deaf and dumb persons are enrolled in a
school system where learning takes place in a conventional way. They put effort to learn how to read and write using the
traditional method of learning in addition to sign language which most of them understood well which most people without
hearing impairment do not do. However, despite these efforts, communication between people with hearing impairment and those
without is extremely difficult especially in a classroom that joins these people together. These class of people will have difficulty
in making friends with their core students and even teachers either within or outside the school environment because of the
communication barrier.
School for adult, special and none formal education, is established to take care of people with special needs. Most of it students
are without any impairment and they need to learn and master among other things sign language and sign language
communication. There are no enough experts to handle this area of study [1]. Thus, the quest for developing an Android App for
Improvising Sign Language communication.

1.1 Sign Language
Sign language is a language in which sign is used to act as a word. The origin of sign language can be traced back to the Greek
philosopher Socrates who lived in 469-359 B.C. He weighed up how people could communicate if they were not having voice and
tongue. Sign Language is a language that dictionaries cannot be consulted when checking the definitions of signs, origin of sign,
as one would use the English dictionaries instead; Sign Language dictionaries are guided on how to sign a word written in English
[2]. Sign language is a system of using manual-general sign as a medium of communication by the members of a given
community [3]. Sign language is used in deaf community where sign is use in communication everywhere in the world. According
to [4], sign language is the use of symbols while communicating.
Sign language is a language developed in a deaf-dumb communities, which could include interpreters, families and friends as
well as people who are deaf or hard of hearing at all themselves [5]. It is a language which instead of acoustic, convey sound
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pattern, uses visual transmitted sound to convey sign patterns to convey meaning to simultaneously combine hand shapes
orientation and movement of hands , arm or body and facial.
Though sign language is predominantly used by deaf-dumb persons, it is actual a language for every one whether deaf-dumb
persons or persons without hearing problem because sign language do not represent spoken language. According to [6], sign
language it is independent of surrounding spoken language but equal in status with spoken language.
The stages of sign language acquisition are the same as those for spoken language. According to [6], Babies start by "babbling"
with their hands. When they first start producing words, they substitute easier handshapes for more difficult ones, making for cute
"baby pronunciations." They start making sentences by stringing signs together and only later get control of all the grammatical
rules. People can learn through natural interaction with the people around them.

1.2 Mobile Phone Application (app) in Learning
Mobile phone application are applications that run on mobile phones. This apps are developed and used for different purposes.
They are mostly used on smart phones such as android, ios, tablet computers etc. Smart phones are capable of running multimedia.
Multimedia here means any device or computer that mediated software or interactive application that integrates text, color,
graphical images, animation, audio sound, and full motion video in a single application [7].
The importance of mobile apps in teaching and learning are so numerous. Mobile phone app if used will bridge communication
among people. Some importance using mobile app as follows;






one to learn at his/her pace
Communicate effectively without actually understanding sign language
One to understand deaf-dumb around better and vice-versa
Can be used any and any time
People who develop this problem in at any stage in life can easily learn.

2. Statement of the problem
Persons without hearing impairment do not naturally used hand gesture as a medium of communication but for demonstration
where need be. People learning deaf-dumb ways of communication have some difficulties in learning sign language. They
therefore need to learn basic language skills before they can communicate effectively with deaf-dumb persons not to mention
teaching language. Such persons have some common language barrier. This barrier include difficulties in expression, asking and
answering questions and inability to catch up with complete conversation with the deaf-dumb. These problems of communication
in sign language encountered by those aspiring to learn and specialize in deaf-dumb communication is a serious challenge that
need to be tackled by developing an application that will help minimize this challenge through improvisation and in
communication.
2.1 Andriod System Brief Overview
Android is a relatively new platform. It is produced by Google, Inc., and its first release was presented in 2007 [8]. Android is
installed on many different mobile devices and its users can download Android apps and other content through Google Play
service, which replaced the old Android Market [9]. As the official Android website describes this platform, “Android is a
software stack for mobile devices that includes an operating system, middleware and key applications” [10]. Android provides the
“core set of applications including an email client, SMS program, calendar, maps, browser, contacts, and others” [10], while
additional applications can be downloaded through Google Play service [9]. Google (n.d.) claims that “Android powers millions
of phones, tablets and other devices.” Phones and tablets are mobile devices that can have Android applications installed on them.
2.2 Related work on Mobile Phone App for Deaf Persons
Mobile phones Technology aids in providing educational opportunities in the education of deaf-dumb persons who struggle with
conventional education methods of teaching and learning. The increase in availability of smart Mobile phones devices and their
support for Internet enabled functionalities have made them a great tools for use by all people. The use of mobile devices has
considerably grown in society and is contributing to the individual, as well as collaborative, learning of deaf students [11].
This section, discussed some of the applications that were developed for communication, teaching and learning sign language
(SL).Deaf persons are facing difficulties in communicating with other persons in the society and those enrolled in the school
system, are not finding it easy either.
There are few mobile applications for Deaf and dumb like Deaf and Dumb through 3G applications [12]. These techniques only
enable communication between deaf and dumb through sign language using mobile phones. The mobile application which
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proposed by [13] helps to make recognition of sign language. Mobile-based Deaf and Dumb Interaction System project by [14],
proposed mobile application that enables the needs of 'deaf and dumb developing a voice-activated mobile which would convert
their sign language into messages that may be read by other users, this message can also converted to a voice. Mobile-based Deaf
and Dumb Interaction System project by [12], enables deaf-dumb people to translate sign language letters to English and Arabic
and vice-versa. [1], came up with multimedia education system, an education application system designed for children from age 35 to help in learning sign language through multimedia to understand basic of English and Math. An MSL-based mobile
application was developed to assist the deaf respondent with learning the basic English alphabet in MSL at both school and home
[1]. This application provided the signs, picture and video clips for learning. Sixty-six percent of respondents were satisfied with
the visual content of the application. Another mobile application was developed to learn and practice BSL by incorporating a
feedback process [15]. In this application, different learning exercises were provided in which Hearing Impaired (HI) learners
physically reproduced the signs and got the feedback of their gestures. [16], proposed an architectural framework based on PSL
using information technology. In this framework, all the standard gestures and grammatical rules of PSL were presented to
convert English/Urdu text into PSL. This framework helped to identify the important components to develop an application for the
deaf community of Pakistan. It also helped to fill the communication gap between hearing and deaf people. [17], the learning of
alphabet signs was provided in MSL and BSL. [15], applications were developed to assist deaf students to learn alphabets and
numbers. [18] only focused on helping deaf students to learn numbers. [19], provided the assistance for improving reading skills
and for learning the signs of objects of daily use.
Most of the studies mentioned in this section replicated learning in ASL, LGP, BSL,and MSL that had signs/symbols different
from that of NSL. It is also observed, they mostly only focused on English alphabet and numbers learning. Therefore, there is a
need to develop an application that provides basic for improvising communication in sign language within and out of school
environment. This study introduced android application that will enable user to learn common words, days of the week, colors,
members of the families etc in addition to learning English alphabet and numbers. It will translate words from sign language to
English or Hausa languages, text to speech to sign, speech to text to sign and vice-visa. The app through it user friendly interface
will enables user to interact with one another via either spoken language or sign language.

3. System research approach, implementation and advantage
3.1 Research approach
The research approach that this study adopted was constructive research. It is a form of scientific knowledge production that
involves the development of innovative constructions, intended to solve problems confronted in the real world, and
simultaneously makes a prescriptive scientific contribution [20].The main objective of the constructive research is to recognize
and find solutions to problems confronting mankind. The identified problems are used to propose solutions that will address the
problem by constructing a solution which will be operationalized to determine its workability and appropriateness [21]. Therefore,
the constructive research is selected for this study as the most acceptable choice for the development of a mobile application. The
underlying problem in this case is barrier in communication between deaf-dumb person and with persons without hearing
impaired.
Agile model was adopted for this application due to it very simplicity to understand and use. It does not build an entire system at
once, but rather develops incrementally, a review take place to determine if the project is on the right track.
3.2 Program Data Flow Diagram of the application
Figure 1.1 show Data Flow Diagram of the application. It depicted diagrammatically, steps followed to develop the Text to Sign
language conversion segment of the application. Figure 1.2 depicted diagrammatically, steps followed to develop the Voice to
text, text to sign language conversion segment of application.
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Input TEXT
TEXT RECOGNITION

TEXT TO SIGN LANG. CONVERSION

CONVERTING TEXT TO SIGN

VARIFY TEXT TO SIGN

SIGN LANG

FIG 1.1: TEXT TO SIGN LANGUAGE CONVERSION DATA FLOW DIAGRAM
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Input Voice
VOICE RECOGNITION

VOICE TO TEXT CONVERSION

CONVERTING VOICE TO TEXT

VARIFY TEXT TO SIGN

TEXT RECOGNITION

TEXT TO SIGN CONVERSION

FIG 1.2: VOICE TO TEXT TO SIGN LANGUAGE CONVERTION DATA FLOW DIAGRAM
3.4 Java (Android version) and Tools
“Android is a software stack for mobile devices that includes an operating system, middleware and key applications” [10].
“Android powers millions of phones, tablets and other devices.” Phones and tablets are mobile devices that can have Android
applications installed on them. This study used Java programming language (Android version).
Java is a computer programming language that was developed by James Gosling at sun Micro system and released in 1995. The
choice for Java in this study is because android use java programming language, in cooperated in android studio. It is plat form
independent and flexible in nature. The most significant feature of java is to run a program easily from one computer to another.

3.5 XML
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Extensible Markup Language (XML) is used to describe data. The XML standard is a flexible way to create information formats
and electronically share structured data via the public Internet. Android application development include setting up Android
development environment on the machine, AndroidManifest.xml file, Activities, Intents, and XML layouts.
Manifest is the root element of the AndroidManifest.xml file. It has package attribute that describes the package name of the
activity class.
AndroidManifest.xml is one of the most important files in the entire study, providing essential information to the Android build
tools, the Android operating system [24]. Manifest is very important because if it is not setup properly, then the application will
have problems such that Android system will not be able to locate all of your Activities and Services.
3.6 Implementation
The end result of the research is to have an efficient app for people to use in learning sign language. The app usage will involves
series of step. It first involves launching the app. After successful launching the app and displayed. There are two language
options; English and Hausa. Language selection can help to choose different language sections. The learning sections include
alphabets, common words, numbers colors days of the week, and members of the family etc as shown below;

Fig2: Home Screen
Fig2 represent the home page of the application. This page allows user to enter the different sections of the application.
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Fig3.0: Sign Language To English

Fig3.1 Sign Language To Hausa

The sign language to English menu has a submenu likewise sign language to Hausa. When a user select “SIGN LANGUAGE TO
ENGLISH” or “SIGN LANGUAGE TO HAUSA” from the menu, the submenu will be displayed as shown on fig3.0 and fig3.1
respectively.

Fig4.0: Alphabets

Fig4.1: Words

Fig4.2: Colors

The “words” submenu of the application has alphabet (sign language keyboard) tab, words tab and colors tab. “Kalmomi”
submenu of the application” has Lettoti (keyboard na kurame) tab, Kalmomi tab and Kala tab in English and Hausa respectively.
Both has similar interface layout. When a user choose a tab from the categories of tabs, what is under it will be displayed as
shown in fig4.0, Fig.4.1 and Fig.4.2 respectively.
Alphabet tab contain sign language keyboard with sign alphabet in English and Hausa. The Keyboard translates any letter from
sign language to English or Hausa and vice versa. Words tab will display common words that hearing impaired persons used that
people without hearing impairments can learn easily. Color tab display colors which can be translated into English or Hausa.
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Fig5:Numbers 0-10

Fig5.0: Days of the Week

The “Numbers submenu of the application” has numbers (nombobi) tab and Days of the week (ranakun mako) tab respectively.
When a user choose a tab, what is under it will be displayed. When a particular sign is selected from the displayed signs, the app
translates the selected sign into it English or Hausa meaning as shown in fig5.

Fig6: Members of the Family
The same is applicable to Members of the family (Iyali) submenu. This submenu has only one tab; family (Iyali) member tab. It
displays the nuclear and extended family members in sign language. When a user select one of the signs displayed, it English or
Hausa meaning will be processed and displayed. If the user is not clear on the gesture that form the selected word,
“DESCRIPTION (Bayani a Hausa)” button can be clicked. The “DESCRIPTION” button when click, display explanation on sign
movement of the selected sign word and in Audio form as shown in fig6.
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Fig7.0: Text To Sign/Sign To Text

Fig7.1: Translated Word

The “TEXT TO SIGN/SIG TO TEXT” enables user to translate any letter or word in English or Hausa to sign language and vice
versa. When the user select “TEXT TO SIGN/SIG TO TEXT”, it opens as shown fig7.0. User can then type any word (s) either in
English or Hausa in the “type text here” field. When user click “TRANSLATE”, word typed in the field will be translated into
sign language word(s).
User can also click and hold the “SPEAK” and speak. Ones you release your hand off the “SPEAK”, whatever you say appears in
the “type text here” field. You can then click “TRANSLATE”, for translation into sign language as shown in fig 7.1. The
“CLEAR” when click, clears the screen content.
3.7 Advantage of the Proposed System
The system, will help user especially students of SLD learn and master sign language at their paces through improvisation. It will
help them learn sign language and ease communication with deaf-dumb persons. It will help them to learn at their pace anytime
and anywhere. The apps provides platform to learn alphabets, letters in sign language, common words from sign language to
English and Hausa. This will reduce drastically the difficulties in learning sign language thereby building user confidence.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an android app for effective improvised sign language communication. The application is aimed at helping
persons without hearing impairment especially students of special learning of people with disability and persons with hearing
problem who are uneducated learn basic of sign language communication through improvisation. The application will enable
users to chat anywhere in addition to learning sign language communication. More so, it provides user with the flexibility of
translating sign language letters and words into English and Hausa and vice versa.
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